
CS109A Notes for Lecture 3/10/95Why Study In�nite Sets?� Occasionally useful | sometimes in CS youreason about in�nite sequences of events orother in�nite things.� Intellectually challenging.� Fun and interesting.� Something you're expected to know.Counting and Cardinality� The cardinality of a set is the number of ele-ments in that set.� Two sets are equipotent if and only if theyhave the same cardinality.� The existence of a one-to-one correspondencebetween two sets proves that they are equipo-tent.� Counting is really just creating a one-to-onecorrespondence between a set and the set ofintegers from 1 to some number n.Example 2 13 24 3 4~ 5Finite and In�nite Sets� Can you create a one-to-one correspondencebetween a set and a proper subset of itself?If so, you have a solution to the equation x =x+y, where x is the cardinality of the set andy � 1 is the cardinality of the stu� you leftout. 1



� No �nite x can satisfy that equation, but an\in�nite" value can.� This gives the technical de�nition of an in�-nite set: it is a set where there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set itselfand a proper subset.ExampleLetN be the set of integers greater than 0. Clearly,N � f1g is a proper subset of N. We can create aone-to-one correspondence between these two setsby matching each element x 2 N with element x+1 2 N� f1g. Therefore, N is an in�nite set.Countable In�nity� Once we have an in�nite set, we can prove an-other set in�nite by creating a one-to-one cor-respondence between the known-in�nite setand a subset (possibly the whole set) of theother set.� For example, the set of all integers Z con-tains N, which is obviously in one-to-one cor-respondence with N itself, so Z is in�nite,too.� Surprisingly, Z and N are actually equipo-tent. For example, a one-to-one correspon-dence between N and Z matches any x 2 Nto (xdiv2) if x is odd and to �(xdiv2) if x iseven.� Similarly, the Z is equipotent with the set ofeven integers.� Even more surprising, the setN is equipotentwith the set of pairs of positive integers:...(1,4) (2,4) (3,4) (4,4)(1,3) (2,3) (3,3) (4,3) . . .(1,2) (2,2) (3,2) (4,2)(1,1) (2,1) (3,1) (4,1)2



� Therefore, the set of rational numbers Q isalso equipotent with Z and N, since everyrational number can be represented as a pairof integers.� Many common in�nite sets are equipotent withthe set of integers. This cardinality is written@0 (pronounced \aleph zero"), and a set withthis cardinality is said to be countably in�nitebecause we can put its elements in one-to-onecorrespondence with N.Uncountable In�nity� Clearly the set R of real numbers is in�nite,since it contains all the integers. Is it count-ably in�nite?� R is equipotent with the set of real numbersbetween 0 and 1 (or any other interval) by thefollowing construction:
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Mathematically, the one-to-one correspondencemaps any real number x to y = (Arctan(x)+(�=2))=�, which is always between 0 and 1,and inversely, maps any real number y 2 (0; 1)to x = tan(�y � (�=2)).� Suppose there exists a one-to-one correspon-dence between the real numbers from 0 to 1and N: 3



n Decimal Representation1 1 1 2 3 5 . . .2 1 4 1 5 9 . . .3 0 1 9 6 7 . . .4 9 9 9 9 9 . . .5 1 2 3 4 5 . . .... ...� We can always generate another real numbernot on the list. Therefore, no one-to-one cor-respondence exists.� Therefore, there are more real numbers thanthere are integers. Sets with cardinality greaterthan @0 are said to be uncountably in�nite.Proving and Disproving Equipotency� Two sets are equipotent if there exists aone-to-one correspondence. If you �nd a one-to-one correspondence between to sets, youhave proven them equipotent. If you can't�nd a one-to-one correspondence, you neitherproven nor disproven anything.� To disprove equipotence, you must prove thatno one-to-one correspondence is possible. Thediagonalization technique given above is oneway to do this.� Alternatively, if you can prove one set count-ably in�nite and the other set uncountablyin�nite, you've also proven that the two setsare not equipotent.
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